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The next meeting of the Melbourne Branch will be held at the

offices of the Australian Insurance Employees' Union at 105 Queen Street,
Melbourne. 3000, on Tuesday 21 June at 7.45 p.m.

The speaker td.ll be Dr. Don Watson t»ho will give a talk on Brian
Fltzpatrlck, historian and civil libertarian.
Manning Clark at the Trades Hall

On 28 April Professor Manning Clark attended the May Day Committee's
annual pre-May Day ceremony at which he laid a wreath on the Elgjit Hours
monument and afterwards spoke In tribute to the pioneers of labour. Ha

spoke of the Influence of religious faiths, democratic hopes and the
money changers upon an Australia which has still only reached a limited
nationhood. He viewed with some foreboding the prevailing weakness of the

Independent democratic spirit as seen In the acceptance by the majority
of the people of the autocratic dismissal of the Labor Government.
In Australia, he suggested, there were trro orders, the propertied class
and the working class opposed to each other, they were two Ideas In conflict.
There was a belief In Australia that this conflict could be resolved.

Sir Henry Parkes spoke for It, the rise of the unions In the 1880s gave
force to It, and the flag of Eureka symbolised It. The other belief lay
In the connection with the United Kingdom, with loyalty to the throne and
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ETTq)lre. It was a belief that deffence lay in Europe and Vietnam.

'Bango' Patterson, in his time, exploited this dead hand of the past.
The money changers T'tHo nm rule the day, he argued, are bankrupt
of ideas and morally indefensible - they left the people ncwhere to go.
November 1975 was a shattering blow which brought shame and disgrace
to Aus tralians.

He concluded by claiming that there rem.ains a serious possibility
of realising another Australia; 'Australia for Australians'. 'Can we meet
the challenge?

Are we to be alloi-Ted to do this ? Nill the conservatives

this time create an authoritian government, in my darker moments I think

they will, .and I don't exclude the possibility of military force'.

■'There is division in the unions and on the campus. Let us have
the faith of the 1890s, iustice and equality without servitude. But a
good nationalist is an internationalist and ^iay Hay stands for
brotherhood'.

- Jim Garvey.

-v

Robert Tressell

Tressell, author of the classic The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists,

died and was buried as a pauper. His^grave has recently been discovered
in the shadow of Walton Gaol in Liverpool along with those of many other

paupers. His real nam.e was Robert Noonan and before his book was published
he left for America and then disappeared. A headstone has nr«>r been erected
on the grave and a ceremony has been arranged for 18 June to honour him

follCTring a representative procession to Walton Vale Cemetery. The Unity

Theatre Merseyside will present examts from, his book, dances and vocal
items, and Merseyside poets will render supporting items.
Hrom

Labour Weekly. 27 May, 1977.
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Obituary - Marjorie Marks

Marj. Marks' many comrades and friends 5.n the labour movement
•A

\

were deeply saddened to hear of her recent death.
■

i .'iv

MarJ. came from a socialist family. Her father, Godfrey Bullen,
was a member of the VSP and the ALP in tArhich he came in contact with .

Tom Mann, Frank Hyett. and John Curtin. Throughout her life Marj.
served the cause of working class emancipation with loyalty and devotion.

In her work as a kindergarten teacher Marj. combined professional
competence and a personal warmth for children.

In writing to me Just after her father's death she observed,
'Those struggles o£ Dad's young days were great, jxist as the struggles
ahead of us are great'. This epitomised Marj's

spirit.

Our deep synqjathy goes to her husband Vic and the family.
-so

-Jim Garvey.

Victorian ALP - 1955-1970

David Stephens of 24 Dutton St., Dickson, A.C.T., 2602, is interested
in talking to people about the Victorian Branch of the ALP over the
period 1955-1970, particularly those who held branch office or vrere party
activists at elections.

Topics of interest include unity tickets. State

Aid, the VCE and factional battles. Letters, pamphlets, etc. would also
be of great interest and assistance to David.
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BOOK NOTES

Jira Hagan has recently produced The ACTTT; a Short History on the
occasion of the 50th Annlversay. 1927-1977.

pp.96, $4.95.

This is a

very useful brief, general history which sketches in the issues, struggles
and personalities which have occupied the ACTTT over the last half century.

It is well writteii and extensively illustrated; well worth the ptice.

Frank McManus, The Tuinult and the Shouting, Rlgby, 1977, pp.203,

$9.95 is the ex-senator's political raetnoir.

It is very rauch the sort of

work we have been accustomed to from retired politicians but, in this case,
there are some very interesting Insights into the ALP split in Victoria.
North a look.

E.G. Whitlam, On Australia's Constitution, Nidescope, 1977, pp.374,
$6.95, is a reprint of his speeches on the subject of Labor and the
Constitution over the period from 1957 to 1976.

His introduction argues

a case for the necessity to change the Australian Constitution and outlines
V7hat he regards as significant minor advances made by his government in
extending the ways in which a reforming government can work within the
existing document.

It is not only useful to those with an interest in

constitutional reform but is also valuable to a wider audience since it

contains his 1972, 1974 and 1975 policy speeches.

If for no other reason,

this makes it a valuable record.

Whilst on the subject of the constitution, Hugh Anderson has produced yet
another bocg. Tocsin Radical Arguments Against Federation, 1897-1900,
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Pruinmond, pp.187, $7.95.
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It may be of interest to those who wish to

recapture something of the lively spirit of Tocsin.
Those with fortitude and determination may wish to look at

Patrick O'Brien's idiosyncratic The Savi.ours; An Intellectual History of
the Left in Australia. Drummond, pp.222, $10.95. If it is lucky it

might stimulate some debate about the impulses that motivate 'the left',
I think that I wasted my money.

More welcome is the reprint of L.F. Cri-sn's excellent biography o£
Ben Chifley. For those who do not have the original It represents good
value at $5.95.

»
. - Peter Love.

:f ,

THE A.C.T.U.

These notes are based on an article in the 'Labor Call' (August 9, 1945),
written by Charlie Crofts who was the first Secretary of the A.C.T.TJ,
* * * *

The A.C.T.U. was 50 years old on May 3rd, 1977.
It was formed on that date, in 1927, at a conference in the Melbourne

Trades Hall; but attempts to form a central trade union organisation began
long before that year.
Charlie Crofts tells us:-

"The first effort to achieve a national expression of trade union thought
was made in 1879, when the other five colonies (as they were then)
sent two delegates each to Sydney on the occasion of the Sydney
International Ejihibition. These 10 delegates sat in conference with 34
delegates representing the various New South Wales trades unions."
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T'Jhile the discussion proved of value, no form of organisation was
decided on.

Further inter-colonial discussions took place in i^lboume in

1884, and in several of the other capitals on six other occasions up to 1899.
The formation of the Commonwealth of Australia was achieved in 1901, and

this gave impetus to the movetjent tovrards trade union co-operation.
The first Commonwealth Trade Union Congress was held in 1902, followed by
similar gatherings in 1907 and 1913, but still no all-enbracing organisation
emerged.

By the 1920's, the Court began to bring down interstate awards andrthis
required changes in union organisation.

;j5 .;'i

Charlie Crofts puts it this way:-

"... the unions found it necessary to malca their organisation
national also, resulting in a gradual process of amalgamation

. ' .7?!

of the various State unions into Federal organisations registered
in the Federal Court."
He included these

Number of
Interstate

figures in^'is articles:-

7fent»ership of
Interstate

Percentage of
Total

Meicbership of

of all

all TTnions

TTnions

Year

Unions

1912

72

279,711

64.6

1918

95

469,147

80.6

1941

115
116

907,521
1,032,911

1942

Unions

Total

Meisfcership

84
87

433,224
581,755
1,075,680
1,182,417

On June 20, 1921, a further conference took place and this led to the
formation of a Council of Action of 12 members -

.err'jiiv

).a
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"... which was to maintain liaison with the political Lahor
Party on the one hand, and to work for uniform action between
the State Labor Councils (industrial) on the other".
(C. Crofts)

This Council petered out after a short period.

Then, in 1923, a

Commonwealth Council of Federated Unions came into being.

of the day was the reduction of hours from 48 to 44.

The big issue

The Council arranged

for a joint union test case before a Full Bench of the Court on this issue.

The limitations of both the functions and the authority of the Council
restricted its sphere of usefulness, and this applied also to a Committee

foirmed. in 1925 for the purpose of handling Commonwealth-Indus trial disputes.
These tx^o experiences intensified the belief that a Federal authority
was an ir^erative necessity, and so the A.C.T.U. was bom two years later.
Because the ground had bean covered so often, the 1'''27 Conference

quickly adopted a constitution which has required little alteration over the
■3.:

past 50 years.

First officers of the new Council (both xmsalaried) were President,
W.J. Duggan, who was also Secretary of the then Melbourne Trades Hall Council,

and Secretary, Mr. C. Crofts (Secretary of the Gas Employees Union).
The late A.E. Monk became the first full-time salaried Secretary of the
organisation in 1943, and the first full-time salaried President in 1949-^when the late Mr. Reg Broadhy became Secretary.
Secretary of the Council since 1957.

Mr. H.J. Souter has been

Page 8.
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The current President, Mr. R.J. Hawke - Research Officer and Advocate

since 1959 -was elected at the Septeinber 1969 Congress and took up his

duties on January 1, 1970, on the retirement of Mr. Monk.
,/

No other central trade union organisation in the world accepts the

broad brief on behalf of its constituents as that exercised by the A.C.T.U.
In addition to those things which directly affect the physical living
standards of workers, A.C.T.U. Congress and Executive decisions cover a
wide range of matters which affect the conscience and social well-being

of the Australian people.
Over a long period these decisions have reflected the universality
of the trade tmions' concern.
- John Arrcn-Tsmith.
v.

Some Notes on James Victor Stout.

?

James Victor (Vic) Stout (1885-1964) reached the pinnacle of his public
fame, towards the end of his long life, as a leader and symbol of the
militant industrial unions within the Australian Labor Party.

He was the

first post-Split President of the Victorian Branch (1955-1958), a delegate
to Federal Executives and Conferences for many years and for six months in
1961 President of the Federal Executive.

The basis of his pcwer was his position as Secretary of the Melbourne

Trades Hall Council from 1938 to 1963.

During his long term Stout's

position was frequently insecure but whether aligned with militant or
conservative union forces he remained an influential figure in the
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Victorian Movement.^ He was a Protestant in a period when relip;ious
differences were more than usually potent in Labour politics.

In view of Stout's influence and characteristics there is

interest in some documentary material in the Eederal Secretariat collection
2

in the National Library of Australia.

The folder contains Labor Party

neribershin tickets for Stout Roine back to 1914.

Re was a member of

the Toorak Branch of the Political Labour Coimcil of Victoria, later

called the Australian Labor Partv, at least from 1914 to 1923 (three

tickets 1914, 1915 and 1923) while livinp at Gordon Street, Toorak, and
later (by 1923) at 6 Cassell Street, HcWksbum. He unsuccessfully contested
the Toorak (twice) and Prahran seats.

The 1923 ticket was issued by Stout

himself, apparentlv as Secretar*; of the Branch.

There are tickets in

Sandrinpham Branch hearinp the address 20 Potter Street, Black Rock, for
the years 1946-1947 and 1950-1953, some of them issued by R.D. Williams,
later nrominent in the anti-Victorian Central Executive group of the

ninsteen-sixties.

Finally, after moving to 3 Stanley Avenue, Cheltenham,

1

See the reference to Robert Murray, The Snlit; Australian Labor in the
Fifties , Cheshire, Melbourne, 1970.
2

A.L.P. Federal Secretariat Records, H.L.A.

4985, Box 14, Folder labelled

"SToirr" and in Stout's hanchTriting "Letters re THC appointment".

dCrr ':' ■ • ,
-■ K'f'- .

ifi*' '!
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on tiio~4eatlr-o~f his wife, ahout 1955, Stout remained a Tnember of the

Cheltenham Branch until his death (tickets 1958-1960).^
It Is worth noting In passing that the membership tickets for 1914,

1915 (when the Party was still called the Political Labour Council) and

1923, Include tear-off tags bearing the legend 'Attach securely to ballot",
presumably to ensure that only financial members voted in pre-selectlon

and other Party ballots.

The tags bear the membership ticket number of

the member, which would have allowed Identification of votes had anyone
been so minded. Whether this In fact happened bears Investigation.

The folder also contains a sheaf of letters to Stout congratulating
him on his election on 19 Kay 1938 as Trades Hall Council Secretary in

succession to A.E. Konk.^ They cane from private citizens, employers,
unions. Including the Shop Assistants, for whom Stout had been organiser

for fourteen years, the Antl-Sweatlng T,eague, the 3KZ Broadcasting, Service,

the Inspector of Factories at Warmambool, A.A. Calwell, then an employee
of the Victorian State Treasury, and politicians A.S. Drakeford and
P-.V. Kaane.

Another politician, Maurice Blackburn, penned a warning that

Stout was not to heed In later, bitter daysf

3

There Is a memoir of Stout's private life In Cheltenham: Tom, Sheehy, "The
Attitudes of J.V. (Vic) Stout", Recorder. Vol.3, Mo.8, February 1969, pp.2-7^
Sheehy was Secretary of the Cheltenham Branch and he notes that Stout never
attended his local Branch due to pressure of Trades Hall business.

4

According to the Age, 20 May 1938, the vote "as: Stout 107, ^^.P. Evans (FEDFA)
75, F. Katz (Clerks) 52. In 1938, Stout had been a member of his union
and Trades Hall delegate for twenty-eight years, and a: member of the Trades

Hall Executive and Its President. The Age 21 May 1938 bears a photograph
of the new Secretary at his desk complete with pen and Inkoot.
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May I offer the friendly suggestion that you should not diffuse
your energies as did Albert Monk ? Active narticination in the ' f
political side of the movement by a T.H.C, Secretary seems a

•'»

mistake. (20 May 1938).

.-'••'v.
r

"

•

Stout's Protestant and ''"emperance connections are represented by
a letter from Rev. P. Ambrose Roberts, General Secretary of the Victorian
Local Option A-lliance:

I know how loyal you have ever been to the cause of Temoerance,
and am more assured that, so far as lies in vour power, you will
in every possible wav espouse the principles of Temperance.

(20 May 1938).

\

'S'H «}:

Stout replied diplomatically;

:■

;

ly-r,'

I will endeavour to face the difficulties that are very presenting
themselves with the intention of giving the service that is
e:;pectec! of me. (25 May 1938).

StoutJs friend and, apparently, former union colleague, P.P. Edmonds, . ; VO f
of Perth, was sure Stout was right for the Job;

■1

fT

5-'•

"ifC-t

t 'C

You understand the Victorian movenent A to Z no-one better.

Your right on militarism and on sectarianism, beer and horses,

never rtibber shoulders with the other side like I have. That
an asset.

(20 May 1938. Spelling as in original).

f «
.

, i-

Finally, Brian Fitzpatrick, Secretary of the Victorian Cotaicil for Civil
Liberties, hoped for practical help:

- .

- i■

SrT ■3^.

During the last two years of Mr. Monk's term, it has been my duty
and pleasure to maintain my Council's relations with the Trades
Hall Council. As you are awfare, those relations have been uniformly
good, and as we have communicated to your Council Executive on

several occasions, the trade union moment's co-operation with us
in the democratic cause has been fruitful of results.

Page 1.2
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There seetns reason to helieve that the scone of rxy Council's

y yf-"'

r. ji'fv

work in defence of democratic liberties will continue to be

extended, and that - perhans with increasing frequency - we .
shall be requesting you to facilitate the distribution of
our literature amone the trade unions.

I have no doubt

that you will look upon our proposals with symnathy and

goodwill.

■

"'

(21 h^ay 1938).

..

.

-,>^1

- David
. V
,J'

T.

Stephens

^

The Victorian Labor College (Continued from previous Issue)

Tb ne,

' " I T'jkH

In 1929 the leaflet 'Teaching the Class Struggle - Aim of Independent

Working Class Education' such education meant 'independ.ent of the employers,
the schools and the universities, which develop and spread ideas suited
directly and indirectly to the economic and political needs of the

employers'. This contrasts i-rtth the belief of mvsny neople today who see the
role of the universities as fomenting and teaching radical philosophies,
Ihe leaflet went on to describe university education as valueless in its
refusal to recognise class divisions, 'Education cannot be above the battle

in Labor's criisade to end capitalism'. It also eniimcrated the College's
m^n fields of study in the social sciences. 'Social Evolution, History

of Industry and Politics, Economics, Philosophy, Psychology and English:—
this is the field of the battle of ideas and capitalist education has no
more place in the Labor Movement than an employer has in a TJnion.

The

College will take its stand upon the issue of the militant class struggle'.
-A:

T -||jl1 -nnj "■ ir f|

ft I

-|.t
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In 1931, the tutors appear to have been, In^iustrlal History, -

George Watson, P.conoTnlcs - M. Finlay (MnrTc Feinberg), English - Winston
Rhodes, Public Speaking - M.W. Blackburn M.L.A,

■•A

During this period sone misguided efforts (so described by a leading

college Identity) were made to control the college, whereas in the past

political differences had been kept to a minimum, despite the wide variety
of tutors who had led, the classes.

' '

A 1947 copy of the Constitution details the mode of control of the

college bv conference. Board of Management, the Education Committee,
and the form, of affiliation. The Standing Orders for Conference and the
Board are also set out.

The 1952 Syllabua named the Class Leaders as. Introduction to Economics
A.T. Brodnev, Labor Historv and Politics - E. Triop, Public Speaking and
English - T.W. Brennan. Students have to qualify for the last subject

by attendance at the classes for the first two subjects. The last page of
the syllabus is given xxo to reasons 'l^y a Labor College is a necessity
and couples it with the Trade Union and Labor Party as the three instruments
in the establishment of a better social order.

The 1957 brochure named the leaders as. Economics - Harold Speed (a
3KZ Labor Hour speaker). Industrial History

J.G. Hyland, Public Speaking

and English - P.N. Dyett, Labor History and Politics - Ian Cathie. The
reasons for the College were again elaborated.
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In 1959, a Student Nipht tras held when five snealters from TTnions
discussed in narts the Case for Socialisation under the Chairmanshin

of David Ould of Blackburn ALP.

Out of this nipht a V.L.C. Student's

Club annears to have emerged *'»ith Peter Higgins as Secretary.

It is also noteworthy for the comnenceirent of publication of the
Labor College Review, four times per annum.

The articles ranged over

international, national and internal subjects within the R.L.C. and from that
date it has contained much material of value to students in the movement.

In 1961 a brochure indicated that forty unions were then affiliated
with the college.

The office bearers were President - Ken Carr, Vice-

President - J. McGinley, Trustees - W. Brown, R. Balcombe, A. Cahill,
and Secretary, E. Trine.

The brochure contained valuable advice

on some 37 subjects grouped into 47 courses of which 4 comprised 12 lessons,
12 of 9 lessons and 31 of 6 lessons.

All vrere available through

correspondence courses, the paners being arranged by the National Council

of Labor Colleges in Britain and could be secured through the V.L.C.
Two courses were nriced at $6.00 each, 12 lesson courses at $7.50, 9 lesson
courses at $6.50 and 6 lessons for $5.00.

The notice emphasized the low

cost of the service was made nossihle by the assistance of the Nelhoume

Trades Hall Council, Onions and the voluntary seip/ices of the educational

staff.

Subsequently more postal courses were advertised.

Tn 1H62, the 45th Annual Conference was told that 35 unions were

affiliated in 1961, 2 of vrhich were new, and the BWITT joined at the
Conference.

The report, hof-rever, said 40 tmions were affiliated.

RECO!®ER
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In this year a Student Function was a<?ain held at which 9 students

■-

delivered talks on periods of hlstojry and 2 addresses were plven by
Mr. R.J. HaT<rke, then ACTU Research Officer, and W, Brc^-m, then PresJ.dent
of the THC.

The club also organised a sneclal series of theoretical

lectures by the Secretary, Mr. E. Tripp.

The 1963 report naned Messrs. J. Butler, E. Trlpp and Lionel S. Andrew,
BA, B.Sc. as tutors in Labor History, Econoriics and Public Sneaking
respectively.

While Trlpp was 111, S. Longstaff acted in his nlace.

However, the move to new quarters In the Trades Hall soirewhat disorganised
the work.

In 1964, the Secretary was also the Pirector of Education, the

' f, •

present Senator John Button became tutor in Industrial Law, and the

late Brian Fltzpatrick lectured on Australian History.

At this tine

lectures and a discussion circle were part of student club activities.
In this year two works of Pjosa Luxemberg "Socialism and the Churches'' and

"What is Economics?" were republlshed by the College.
hoped for at a later date.

More works are

Eleven unions were represented at ineetlngs

of the Board of Management In 1964.

Itt March 1966 the recently foiriftd Film Groun staged a nl^.t.
On ' 1 Septcnfcer

1967 the College celebrated its Jubilee.

The President, C. Butler nreslded over a gathering of more than 120 peonle,
many of whom had been college students.

There were, four past secretaries

'V>y-w4i1P

-

■ .y '"'
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present to celebrate the event. The proceedings rrere subsequently,
nrlnted and the follovring Is a brief suranary of that renort.
J

President Butler onened the proceedings vTlth suitable comments

folloT'Ted by Peter Higgins who toasted the four founders and the response
was given by Bert Davies.

A second toast was proposed by Dick Coles

who referred to many of the early and well-known participants in

college activities to which the present Secretary responded.
Following this Ken Carr and E. Trlpp presented papers on aspects of

Karl Marx's life .

Messages were then read from Melson Brodney,

brother of A.T. Brodney, and Guido Baracchi,

These messages completed

the proceedings.

Thus the first fifty years have been outlined and in the fullness of

time more anniversaries of importance >Till he celebrated and become

part of the lore of the Victorian Labor College.
- Sam Merrifield.

t I,'* tf".

Peter Love

Old Plenty Rd.,
S-"'
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Yan Yean, 3755.
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